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Abstract

The field of temporal graph learning aims to learn from evolving network data to
forecast future interactions. Given a collection of observed temporal graphs, is
it possible to predict the evolution of an unseen network from the same domain?
To answer this question, we first present the Temporal Graph Scaling (TGS)
dataset, a large collection of temporal graphs consisting of eighty-four ERC20
token transaction networks collected from 2017 to 2023. Next, we evaluate the
transferability of Temporal Graph Neural Networks (TGNNs) for the temporal
graph property prediction task by pre-training on a collection of up to sixty-four
token transaction networks and then evaluating the downstream performance on
twenty unseen token networks. We find that the neural scaling law observed in NLP
and Computer Vision also applies in temporal graph learning, where pre-training
on greater number of networks leads to improved downstream performance. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical demonstration of the transferability
of temporal graphs learning. On downstream token networks, the largest pre-
trained model outperforms single model TGNNs on thirteen unseen test networks.
Therefore, we believe that this is a promising first step towards building foundation
models for temporal graphs.

1 Introduction

Many real world relations can be modeled as temporal graphs where nodes represent entities and edges
represent interactions between entities that evolve over time. Examples include social networks [1–3],
financial transaction networks [4], contact networks [5], and biological systems [6].

Recently, foundation models have revolutionized various fields such as natural language processing
(NLP) [7–9] and computer vision (CV) [10, 11] by providing robust pre-trained architectures that can
be transferred to a multitude of tasks. Foundational Models (FMs) aim to learn from large amounts
of pre-training data and transfer the knowledge to downstream unseen tasks. These models have
been recognized for their remarkable transfer capabilities and promising efficacy with few-shot and
zero-shot learning on novel datasets and tasks [12, 13, 9].

Despite advances in the fields of NLP and CV, foundation models in graph representation learning
remain relatively unexplored. For example, there has been some notable work on foundational models
for graph neural networks (GNNs) that demonstrate the potential of these models [14–17]. However,
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the majority of research to date has focused on static graph learning, leaving the exploration of
temporal graph neural networks largely untapped.
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Figure 1: Scaling behaviour of foun-
dation models. The performance of
foundation models trained on 2n where
n ∈ [1, 6] compared to a single model
that is trained on each test dataset and a
simple baseline such as persistence fore-
cast.

Furthermore, to effectively train foundation models, a
large collection of datasets is essential. Networks within
the same domain often exhibit similar trends and statis-
tics [18]. These datasets are crucial for assessing the per-
formance of TGNNs, driving innovation, and ensuring
that new methods can be generalized across various appli-
cations. To facilitate research on foundation models for
temporal graphs, we introduce the Temporal Graph Scal-
ing (TGS) benchmark, a comprehensive dataset containing
84 novel temporal graphs derived from Ethereum transac-
tion networks. TGS offers temporal networks with sizes
up to 128k nodes and 0.5 million edges, with a total of
3 million nodes and 19 million edges across all networks
with novel duration and evolving recent activities, which
enables the training of foundation models for temporal
graph learning. In addition, we train the first foundation
model on temporal graphs and demonstrate that training
on a large number of temporal graphs result in surprisingly
strong downstream performance. Figure 1 shows the scal-
ing behavior of our foundation model. The performance
of the foundation model on twenty unseen token networks increases as the number of training net-
works increases. Notably, without fine-tuning on the test networks, the FMs achieves significant
performance advantages over models trained on individual test networks. This demonstrates the high
potential of transferability of foundation models on temporal graphs.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Novel Collection of Temporal Networks. We release a comprehensive collection of 84 datasets
derived from token transaction networks with labels for the graph property prediction task. These
datasets provide the foundation for studying scaling behavior, transferability and multi-network
learning on temporal graphs.

• Neural Scaling Law on TGNNs. We explore the potential of foundation models on temporal
graphs by showing that neural scaling law also applies on temporal graphs: training TGNNs with
more temporal graphs (up to 64), offers significant performance boost in downstream test networks.

• Transferability Across Networks. We demonstrate that by pre-training on a large number of
temporal graphs, our foundation model is directly transferable to 20 downstream unseen token
networks while outperforming single models trained on the test networks. This shows that it is
possible to learn an overall distribution across temporal graphs and transfer to novel networks.

Reproducibility. Our code is on Github and TGS datasets are publicly available 2. The TGS website
provides detailed documentation.

2 Related Work

Temporal Graph Benchmarks. Numerous graph benchmark datasets have been introduced to
advance research within the temporal graph learning community, Poursafaei et al. [19] introduced six
dynamic graph datasets while proposing visualization techniques and novel negative edge sample
strategies to facilitate link prediction tasks of dynamic graphs. Following the good practice from
OGB [20], Huang et al. introduced TGB [21], which provides automated and reproducible results with
a novel standardized evaluation pipeline for both link and node property prediction tasks. However,
these datasets belong to different domains, making them unsuitable for studying the scaling laws of
neural network models trained with a large number of datasets from the same domain. Li et al. [22]
provide a temporal benchmark for evaluating graph neural networks in link prediction tasks, though
their focus does not extend to multi-networks. Conversely, the Live Graph Lab dataset by Zhang et

2https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.11455827
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al. [23] offers a temporal dataset and benchmark, employed for tasks like temporal node classification
using TGNNs. In this work, we aim to explore multi-network training as well as understand the
transferability across temporal graphs thus we curate a collection of temporal graphs instead of
individual ones in prior work.

Discrete Time Dynamic Graphs. A common approach in discrete time models treats each snapshot
individually and captures spatial characteristics, then adopts an RNN-based method to learn temporal
dependencies [24–28]. GCRN stacks a graph CNN for feature extraction and an LSTM cell for
temporal reasoning [24]. Differentiating from GCRN, EvolveGCN [3] uses RNN to control the
parameters of a GCN at each snapshot. Employing two attention blocks, DySat first generates
static node embeddings at each snapshot by running a GAT style GNN, and then computes new
embeddings using a temporal self-attention block [25]. In the most recent work, GraphPulse [29]
leverages Mapper, a key tool in topological data analysis to extract essential information from
temporal graphs. However, in all previous studies, the training process of every model was limited
to a single dataset, and the effectiveness of training TGNs with diverse networks to enhance their
generalization capabilities is unexplored.

Neural Scaling Laws. Neural scaling laws [30–32] characterize the relationship between model
performance and three main factors: number of parameters, size of training datasets and amount
of computation. This relationship is usually described as a power law, which can be understood
by observing learning as a movement on a smooth data manifold [33]. Bahri et al. exhibited
all four scaling regimes with respect to the number of model parameters as well as the dataset
size, underscoring different mechanisms driving improvement in loss [33]. Aghajanyan et al. [34]
provided valuable insights into the design and training of mixed-model generative models by studying
mixed-modal scaling laws, indicating the generality of scaling laws across different domains and
applications. Recently, Liu et al. [35] investigated neural scaling laws for static graphs by observing
the performance of GNNs given increases in the model’s size, defined by the number of layers and
parameters, and training set size, defined by the number of edges. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to investigate neural scaling laws for temporal graphs.

Foundation Models. The foundation model is an emerging paradigm that aims to develop models
capable of generalization across different domains and tasks by the knowledge obtained from
massive data in the pre-trained stage. Recently, Rasul et al. introduced Lag-Llama [9], a general-
purpose foundation model for univariate probabilistic time series forecasting based on a simple
decoder-only transformer architecture that uses lags as covariates. Galkin et al. introduced ULTRA,
a foundation model for knowledge graphs, which handles complex relational data and support
diverse downstream tasks effectively [36]. Similarly, Beaini et al. presented Graphium, a collection
of molecule graph datasets that facilitate the development of foundation models for molecular
applications, highlighting the importance of domain-specific datasets in enhancing the performance
and generalizability of foundation models [16]. Lastly, Xia et al. proposed OpenGraph, an initiative
towards open foundation models for graphs, emphasizing the need for transparency, reproducibility,
and community-driven advancements in the field of graph representation learning [37]. These works
underscore the growing recognition of the importance of foundation models and their transformative
potential across various domains such as molecular graphs. However, foundation models for temporal
graphs remain unexplored.

3 Preliminaries

Temporal Graphs are generally categorized into two types: Continous Time Dynamic Graphs (CTDGs)
and Discrete Time Dynamic Graphs (DTDGs) [38]. We focus on DTDGs because this approach
aligns well with our objective of capturing and analyzing the graph’s dynamics at specific time
intervals, such as on a weekly basis. In DTDGs, the graph’s temporal evolution is represented in
discrete time steps, simplifying the analysis and modeling of large-scale temporal multi networks.
Each time step provides a snapshot of the graph at a specific moment, facilitating straightforward
comparisons and the identification of temporal patterns.

Definition 1 (Discrete Time Dynamic Graphs). Formally, DTDGs represent the network as a
sequence of graph snapshots denoted as G = {Gt1 ,Gt2 ,Gt3 , . . . ,Gtn} where ti < tj . Each Gti =
(Vti , Eti ,Xti ,Yti) is the graph at timestamp ti, where Vti and Eti represent the set of nodes and
edges, Xti denotes the node feature matrix, and Yti represents the edge feature matrix in graph Gti .
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Therefore, a collection of discrete time dynamic graphs is defined as D = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gm}, where
m is the number of DTDGs.

Temporal Graph Property Prediction. For the task of temporal graph property prediction, we aim to
forecast a temporal graph property within a future time interval in a DTDG. More specifically, given
a DTDG G, we consider a time duration [tδ1 , tδ2 ], where δ1 and δ2 are non-negative integers with
δ1 ≤ δ2. Then at a specific time tk, the goal is to predict the target graph property within the specified
future interval [tk+δ1 , tk+δ2 ]. As for the graph properties, we can consider characteristics such as
temporal global efficiency, temporal-correlation coefficient, and temporal betweenness centrality can
also be explored in the future.

Hyperbolic Graph Neural Networks. Hyperbolic geometry has been increasingly recognized
for its ability to achieve state-of-the-art performance in several static graph embedding tasks [39].
HTGN is a recent hyperbolic work that shows strong performance in learning over dynamic graphs
in a DTDG manner. The model employs a hyperbolic graph neural network (HGNN) to learn the
topological dependencies of the nodes and a hyperbolic-gated recurrent unit (HGRU) to capture the
temporal dependencies. Given feature vectors XE

t of snapshot t in Euclidean space, an HGNN layer
first adopts an exponential map to project Euclidean space vectors to hyperbolic space as follows
XH

t = expc(XE
t ), and then performs aggregation and activation similar to GNN but in a hyperbolic

manner, X̃H
t = HGNN(XH

t ). To prevent recurrent neural networks from only emphasizing the
most nearby time and to ensure stability along with generalization of the embedding, HTGN uses
temporal contextual attention (HTA) to generalize the lastest w hidden states such that H̃H

t−1 =
HTA(Ht−w; ...;Ht−1) [39]. HGRU takes the outputs from HGNN, X̃H

t , and the attentive hidden
state, H̃H

t−1, from HTA as input to update gates and memory cells and then provides the latest hidden
state as the output, HH

t = HGRU(X̃H
t , H̃H

t−1). In addition, HTGN enables updating the model’s
state at the test time to incorporate new information, which makes it a good candidate for learning the
scaling law of TGNNs. We further describe the HTGN in Appendix Section E.

4 Dataset

We utilize a dataset of temporal graphs sourced from the leading Ethereum blockchain [40]. In
this section, we will describe Ethereum, explain our data pipeline and conclude with defining
characteristics of the resulting dataset.

Ethereum and ERC20 Token Networks. Blockchain [41] is a decentralized and secure database
technology composed of blocks of transactions that can be verified and confirmed without the need
for a central authority. Ethereum is one of the most popular blockchains designed to store and
execute complicated structures like software code, known as smart contracts. A smart contract is a
computerized transaction protocol that executes the terms of a pre-defined agreement [42]. Typically
implemented on the Ethereum blockchain, smart contracts ensure that the terms of the contract are
automatically enforced and executed when certain conditions are met [43]. These contracts have
their own account addresses, which can be called to perform actions such as buying or selling digital
tokens [43]. As contracts proliferated, code standards [44], such as ERC20, have been created
to define required functions (e.g., transfer()) for sales of assets, which are called tokens. The
most widely used standard, ERC20, defines asset networks over non-fungible tokens, which form
our dataset. Fungible tokens are interchangeable and uniform; each token is identical in value and
functionality to another token of the same type, similar to how one unit of currency is equivalent to
another unit of the same currency.

Block to Graph Data. We create our transaction network data by first installing an
Ethereum node and accessing the P2P network by using the Ethereum client Geth (https:
//github.com/ethereum/go-ethereum). Then, we use Etherum-ETL(https://github.com/
blockchain-etl/ethereum-etl) to parse all ERC20 tokens and extract asset transactions. We
extracted more than sixty thousand ERC20 tokens from the entire history of the Ethereum blockchain.
However, during the lifespans of most token networks, there are interim periods without any transac-
tions. Additionally, a significant number of tokens live for only a short time span. To avoid training
data quality challenges, we use 84 token networks that have at least one transaction every day during
their lifespan and are large enough to be used as a benchmark dataset for foundation model training.
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Figure 3: Network statistics of TGS networks: (a) Novelty score, (b) number of days, (c) number of
nodes, and (d) number of edges.

Figure 2: TGS overview. (1) Token extraction: ex-
tracting the token transaction network from our P2P
Ethereum live node. (2) Discretization: creating weekly
snapshots to form discrete time dynamic graphs. (3)
Foundation Model Training: TGS transaction networks
are divided randomly into train and test sets. We train
the FMs on a collection of training networks. Lastly,
FMs are tested on 20 unseen test networks.

Temporal Networks. Each token net-
work is inherently a temporal graph due
to the time-stamped nature of transactions.
In these graphs, nodes (addresses), edges
(transactions), and edge weights (transac-
tion values) change over time, reflecting
the dynamic evolution of the network. This
temporal aspect allows for capturing pat-
terns, trends, and anomalies in transaction
behavior effectively. Collecting a group of
temporal graphs from different ERC20 to-
ken networks offers significant advantages,
enabling comparative analysis to identify
common patterns and unique behaviors
across various tokens. This enhances the
robustness and generalizability of models
trained on the data. Additionally, different
tokens often share addresses, i.e., unique
account identifiers, across networks as the
same investors participate in multiple token
networks. These similarities across token
networks facilitate transfer learning for var-
ious temporal tasks, enabling models to be
adapted from one network to another and
enhancing our understanding of the ecosys-
tem. Figure 2 illustrates the TGS overview from dataset extraction to the foundation model training
step.

Ethics and Privacy. All Ethereum transaction data is publicly available to users who have the
necessary resources, such as fast SSDs, large RAM, and ample disk space, to synchronize Ethereum
clients and manually extract blocks. Additionally, all Ethereum data is accessible on numerous
Ethereum explorer sites such as etherscan.io. An Ethereum user’s privacy depends on whether
personally identifiable information (PII) is associated with any of their blockchain addresses, which
serve as account handles and are considered pseudonymous. If such PII were obtained from other
sources, our datasets could potentially be used to link Ethereum addresses. However, real-life
identities can only be discovered using IP tracking information, which we neither have nor share. Our
data does not contain any PII. Furthermore, we have developed a request form to exclude an address
from the dataset.

Dataset Statistics. Our TGS dataset is a collection of 84 ERC20 token networks derived from
Ethereum from 2017 to 2023. Each token network is represented as a dynamic graph, in which each

5
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address and transaction between addresses are a node and directed edge, respectively. The biggest
TGS token network contains 128, 159 unique addresses and 554, 705 transactions, while the smallest
token network has 1, 454 nodes. TGS contains a diversity of dynamic graphs in terms of nodes, edges
and timestamps, which are shown in Figure 3. Details on statistics are given in Appendix D. The
figure shows that most networks have more than 10k nodes and over 100k edges. The lifespan of TGS
networks varies from 107 days to 6 years, and there exists at least one transaction each day. Figure 3.a
shows the novelty scores, i.e., the average ratio of unseen edges in each timestamp, introduced by
Poursafaei et al. [19]. The figure shows that most of the 84 networks have novelty scores greater than
0.3, indicating that each day sees a considerable proportion of new edges in these token networks.
We adopt a 70-15-15 split of train-test-validation for each token network and calculate the surprise
score [19], which indicates the number of edges that appear only in the test data. As Appendix Table 2
shows, the token networks have quite high surprise values with an average of 0.82. We also provide
the node, edge and length distribution for train and test sets seperately Appendix Figure 5. Overall,
train set datasets mostly have more nodes compared to those is test set, while the number of edges
and days are in the same range for both of them. A more detailed overview of characteristics of the
TGS datasets are presented in Appendix D.

5 Methodology

In this work, we use Temporal Graph Neural Networks (TGNNs) as the foundation model architecture.
We choose the state-of-the-art Hyperbolic Temporal Graph Network (HTGN) [39] as an example
architecture for experiments. This section explains our choice and details our training algorithm on
multi networks.

5.1 Multi-network Training on Temporal Graphs

Existing temporal graph learning models typically train on a single temporal graph, limiting their
ability to capture similar behaviors and generalize across different networks [1, 39]. We introduce
TGS-train, the pioneering algorithm designed to train across multiple temporal graphs by modifying
a state-of-the-art single network training model with two crucial steps: shuffling and resets. These
steps, as we describe below, render the algorithm network-agnostic, capable of learning from various
temporal graphs to generalize effectively to unseen networks.

Algorithm 1 shows TGS-train in detail. As the first step, we load a list of m temporal graphs
D = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gm}, where each temporal graph Gi is represented as a sequence of snapshot
{Gi

t1 ,G
i
t2 , . . . ,G

i
tn}. For each epoch, we shuffle the orders of the list of datasets D to preserve the

Independent and Identically Distributed (IID) assumption of neural network training.

IID training. To preserve the IID assumption in neural network training, we include a shuffling
step at each epoch. The randomized ordering of networks during training at each epoch is important
because it helps prevent the model from learning spurious correlations that could arise if the data
were presented in a fixed order. By shuffling the datasets, we promote randomness in the training
process, which contributes to more robust and generalizable model performance.

Sequentially, for each dataset Gi, we first initialize the historical embeddings, then train the complete
model (i.e. encoder-decoder) on each dataset Gi in a similar manner of training a single model and
evaluate the performance on the corresponding validation set of dataset Gi. After training on m
datasets D, we compute the average validation test results across these datasets. This average is used
to select the best model, which is then saved for inference. Early stopping is applied if needed.

Context switching. Many TGNNs stores and utilizes node embeddings from previous timestamps
at later timestamps, we refer to those embeddings as historical embeddings [39, 26, 3]. Resetting
historical embeddings at the beginning of each epoch is a key step in training a temporal model across
multiple networks for several reasons. First, it helps prevent the model from carrying over biases
or assumptions from one network to another, ensuring that it can adapt effectively to the unique
characteristics of each network. Starting with fresh historical embeddings at the beginning of each
epoch enables the models to learn the most relevant and up-to-date information from the current
network, leading to improved performance and generalization across different networks. Additionally,
resetting historical embeddings can help mitigate the issue of catastrophic forgetting, where the
model may gradually lose information about previous networks as it learns new ones.
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Algorithm 1: TGS-train: Multi-Network Training for Temporal Graphs

Input: A Temporal Graph Dataset D = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gm}, where Gi = {Gi
t1 ,G

i
t2 , . . . ,G

i
tn}

m = Number of networks in training, TGNN and Decoder
for each epoch do

Shuffled (D) // IID training
for each network Gi ∈ D do

Initialize historical embeddings (reset) // context switching
for each training snapshot Gi

tj ∈ Gi do
Hti = TGNN(Gi

tj )

ŷti = Decoder(Htj )
L = Loss(yti , ŷtj )
Backpropagation
Update historical embeddings with Htj

Evaluate on the validation snapshots of Gi

Average validation results across all datasets to select the best model
Save the best model for inference

Inference on an unseen network. To evaluate the transferability of each foundation model, we test
the model on unseen datasets. We begin by loading all the weights of foundation models, including
the pre-trained encoder and decoder parameters, while initializing fresh historical embeddings. Then,
we perform a single forward pass over the train and validation split to adapt the historical embeddings
specific to the testing dataset.

6 Experiments

Weekly forecasts are common in the financial context for facilitating financial decisions [45]. Sim-
ilarly, for the temporal graph property prediction task (defined in Section 3), we set δ1 = 3 and
δ2 = 10, thus predicting the graph property over weekly snapshots. For the experiments, we use the
network growth [28] in terms of edge count as the predicted graph property. See Appendix C for the
dataset documentation, hosting and maintenance plan.

6.1 Prediction Baselines

Persistence forecast model. For our basic baseline model, we employ a naive setting similar to
deterministic heuristics techniques, persistence forecast [46], for label generation. In this approach,
we use data from the previous and current weeks to predict the next week’s property. If we observe
an increasing trend in the number of transactions in the current week compared to the previous week,
we predict a similar increasing trend for the following week. This simple model is based on the
assumption that trends in transaction networks can persist over time.

Single model. We adopt the standard training process for HTGN [39] over a single dataset and
make predictions for the same dataset. For each epoch, the training model process all snapshots in
chronological order, with the node embeddings reset at the end of every epoch. To address graph-level
tasks, we add an extra graph pooling layer as the final layer. This layer, such as a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP), takes the mean of all node embeddings, concatenating with four snapshot features
at graph level, including mean of in-degree, weight of in-degree, out-degree and weight of out-degree,
and then outputs binary classification prediction. We use Binary Cross-Entropy Loss (BCE) for
performance measurement and Adam [47] as the optimization algorithm. It is important to note that
the graph pooling layer, performance measurement and optimization algorithm are also shared by the
Foundation Model Training setup.

We train every single model for 250 epochs with a learning rate set to 15 × 10−4. We adopt a
70%− 15%− 15% ratio for the train, validation, and test split respectively for each training token
network. The best model is selected based on the AUC results on validation sets, and then the model’s
performance is evaluated using test sets. To reduce the time complexity of training HTGN, we applied
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Figure 4: Test AUC of foundation models trained on 4, 16 and 64 networks and evaluated on unseen
test datasets. We compare the performance with persistence forecast, and single models trained and
tested on each dataset.

early stopping, with patience and tolerance set to 20 and 5× 10−2, respectively. Notably, the best
model selection and early stopping are only applied after a minimum of 100 training epochs.

6.2 Foundation Model Training Setup

While following a similar training approach as in the single model training, we make specific
adjustments for the foundational model training. We set the number of epochs to 300 with a learning
rate of 10−4 and a train-validation-test chronological split ratio of 70− 15− 15. Early stopping is
applied based on the validation loss with a tolerance of 5× 10−2 and the patience is set to 30. The
best model is selected based on the validation AUC and used to predict the unseen test dataset. We
train six foundation models, each with a different number of networks corresponding to 2n datasets,
where n ∈ [1, 6]. We name each foundation model based on the number of datasets used in training;
for example, FM-16 is trained with 16 datasets.

For graph classification tasks on foundation models we ran all experiments on NVIDIA Quadro RTX
8000 (48G memory) with 4 standard CPU nodes. We repeated each experiment three times and
reported the average and standard deviation of different runs. In Appendix Figure 7 we report the
time per epoch for each of the foundation models.

6.3 Results

In this section, we present the performance of our foundation models trained with datasets of varying
sizes on 20 unseen test datasets. We compare our results with the persistence forecast and single
model baselines as explained in Section 6.1. For visual clarity, Figure 4 shows the AUC on test
data results for FM-4, FM-16 and FM-64 only, while we show the performance of all six foundation
models in appendix Figure 6. Overall, an upward trend is observed in most datasets from Foundation
2 to 64, such as QOM, MIR and BEPRO datasets, highlighting the power of larger foundation models
in temporal graph learning.

Table 1: Top rank indicates the number of datasets
where a method ranks first. To calculate the Avg.
rank, we assign an AUC-based rank (ranging from
1 to 8) to every model for each of the 20 test
datasets and report the average rank. Win ratio
represents the number of datasets where a model
outperforms the single model.

Model Top rank ↑ Avg. rank ↓ Win ratio ↑
Persist. forecast 0 7.7 0.05
Single model 6 4.5 -
FM-2 0 6.1 0.40
FM-4 0 5.5 0.50
FM-8 3 4.3 0.60
FM-16 2 2.9 0.65
FM-32 3 2.7 0.70
FM-64 6 2.6 0.65

In Figure 4, the FM-64 yield the best AUC in
13 out of 20 test datasets. This result is signifi-
cant, because the foundation models outperform
the single models that are specifically trained on
these datasets. We detail the prediction perfor-
mance in Table 1 where we rank all the foun-
dation models and the baselines based on their
AUC values in each test dataset, and report the
average rank for each model. Average rank im-
prove with increasing number of training net-
works and up to the foundation model 64. We
observe a steep decrease in the average rank
from foundation model 2, which has a rank of
6.1 out of 8, to FM-64, which has a rank of 2.6.
In other words, training on sixty-four networks
compared to two has improved the performance
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of the foundation model by 50%. In Table 1, we also present the win ratio of models over single
model. FM-32 has the best win ratio of 0.7; however, its rank is lower than that of model FM-64.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we aim to answer the question: given a collection of observed temporal graphs, is it
possible to predict the evolution of an unseen network from the same domain? The answer is yes, it is
possible to learn from temporal networks within the same domain and forecast future trends on unseen
networks. First, we collected and released a collection of 84 temporal networks for the temporal
graph property prediction task. These datasets serve as the foundation for studying neural scaling laws
and foundation models on temporal graphs. Next, to learn from a large number of temporal graphs,
we present TGS-train, the first algorithm for training TGNNs across multiple temporal networks.
Experimentally, we show that neural scaling law also applies on temporal graphs, in particular, the
more training networks are used, the better the model performance on unseen test networks. In
addition, our trained foundation models can outperform single models trained on individual test
networks. Our empirical observations shows the high potential of training foundational models on
temporal graphs. We believe our TGS benchmark will enable future work to develop novel foundation
models for temporal graphs and study transferability across networks.
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A Broader Impact

Foundation models have broad applications across various domains, including the financial sector,
which is our primary focus. Our goal is to develop a temporal foundation model capable of predicting
future trends with minimal training. This model can identify similar behaviors and be utilized in
real-time scenarios such as network trend analysis or token price prediction.

Negative Impact. Although this work aims to pave the way for significant advancement in temporal
graph learning, there might be some potential negative impacts requiring meticulous consideration.
First, the focus on pre-training models on the TGS large collection of token transaction networks
may inadvertently bias the models towards specific types of data, reducing their generalizability and
effectiveness when applied to other domains or types of temporal graphs. Second, the observed neural
scaling law, which indicates that larger pre-training datasets lead to better performance, requires
significant computational resources. On one hand, extensive model pre-training leads to potential
energy consumption and environmental degradation. On the other hand, such requirements on the
computational resources could lead to a concentration of advancements in well-funded institutions,
potentially stifling innovation and diversity of thought in the field. Finally, the emphasis on model
performance might overshadow the importance of interpretability and transparency. Addressing these
potential negative impacts is crucial to ensure the responsible development and deployment of TGL.

B Limitations

Our work has the following limitations. i) Our scaling results indicate that training with a larger
number of networks enhances model generalizability. Although we limited the foundation model to
sixty-four networks due to resource constraints, training on a larger number of networks could further
improve performance. ii) While we used the Discretized Temporal Directed Graph setting as our
benchmark, this approach can be generalized to continuous time graphs, representing a promising
area for future research. iii) Although our current focus is on financial networks, the temporal scaling
law should also be studied for other domains, such as social media or transportation networks, which
we plan to explore in future work.

C Dataset Documentation and Intended Use

All datasets introduced by TGS are intended for academic usage under MIT license. We, as authors,
bear all responsibility in case of violation of rights. Here are the relevant links for code, dataset and
website:

• TGS’s webpage is available at: https://tgs-benchmark.github.io/TGS-Benchmark/
• TGS’s datasets are maintained and hosted at: https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.
11455827

• TGS’s Croissant metadata record is available at: https://huggingface.co/api/
datasets/ntgbaoo/Temporal_Graph_Scaling_TGS_Benchmark/croissant

• Implementation of proposed foundation model is available at: https://github.com/
benjaminnNgo/ScalingTGNs

Maintenance plan. To create a comprehensive, reliable, and reproducible benchmark for temporal
graph scaling, we plan to continuously develop and maintain TGS with input and involvement from
the community. Our objective is to expand the dataset by extracting and adding more token networks
to support larger foundation model training in the future. TGS dataset is hosted and maintained by
the Digital Research Alliance of Canada, funded by the Government of Canada.

D Additional Dataset Statistics

We summarize detailed statistics of each token network in TGS datasets in Table 2. In the table, the
growth rate is the ratio of label 1 indicating the increase in the the number of edge counts with respect
to the problem definition defined in Section 3. In addition, the novelty score, the average ratio of new
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edges in each timestamp, and the surprise score, the ratio of edges that only appear in the test set,
introduced by Poursafaei et al. [19], are defined as followed:

novelty =
1

T

T∑
t=1

|Et \ Et
seen|

|Et| , (1a)

surprise =
|Etest \ Etrain|

|Etest|
. (1g)

where Et and Et
seen denotes the set of edges present only in timestamp t and seen in previous

timestamps, respectively. Etest represent edges that appear in the test set and edges appearing in the
train set are represented as Etrain.

Comparison between training and testing set. To learn the scaling law of TGNs, we divide
TGS into two disjoint sets, where one set is used for training obtained by randomly selecting 64
token networks and the remaining 20 token networks are used to evaluate the performance. Nodes,
transactions and length (in days) distribution over the training and testing sets are shown in Figure
5. Training sets well-support the foundation model to generalize characteristics of the entire TGS
dataset due to the similarity between nodes, edge and length in days distributions shown in Figures
5a, 5b, 5c and those distributions across 84 token networks of TGS datasets. In addition, the variance
of datasets’ characteristics of the testing set is shown in Figures 5d, 5e and 5f.
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Table 2: All token networks’ statistics.
Token Node Transaction Timestamp (days) Growth rate Novelty Surprise

ARC 11325 70968 606 0.43 0.32 0.88
CELR 65350 235807 1691 0.49 0.56 0.96
CMT 86895 205961 309 0.45 0.72 0.92
DRGN 113453 341849 2164 0.44 0.57 0.97
GHST 35156 180955 1146 0.43 0.51 0.93
INU 8556 66315 154 0.27 0.41 0.59
IOTX 63079 288469 1993 0.45 0.56 0.99
QSP 117977 299671 2178 0.45 0.67 0.99
REP 83282 224843 346 0.46 0.69 0.96
RFD 23208 173695 169 0.3 0.39 0.6
TNT 88247 316352 1216 0.43 0.55 0.93
TRAC 71667 299181 2110 0.46 0.54 0.97
RLB 28033 240291 129 0.43 0.49 0.76
steCRV 19079 211538 1033 0.45 0.53 0.9
ALBT 63042 434881 1152 0.43 0.44 0.89
POLS 128159 554705 1132 0.45 0.61 0.94
SWAP 69230 509769 1213 0.46 0.45 0.79
SUPER 83299 502030 986 0.47 0.46 0.85
RARI 87186 502960 1207 0.43 0.47 0.91
KP3R 39323 493258 1102 0.43 0.33 0.88
MIR 79984 444998 1066 0.45 0.43 0.92
aUSDC 23742 475680 1067 0.46 0.4 0.73
LUSD 25852 430473 943 0.48 0.36 0.87
PICKLE 28498 430262 1149 0.48 0.34 0.69
DODO 47046 390443 1131 0.47 0.45 0.91
YFII 43964 391984 1196 0.44 0.44 0.96
STARL 71590 369913 856 0.46 0.48 0.86
LQTY 34687 374230 943 0.45 0.34 0.91
FEG 118294 367584 1007 0.4 0.62 0.92
AUDIO 91218 362685 1108 0.45 0.58 0.95
OHM 45728 377068 690 0.43 0.46 0.88
WOOL 16874 351178 716 0.41 0.18 0.41
Metis 52586 343141 907 0.44 0.48 0.89
cDAI 52753 358050 1437 0.45 0.46 0.9
BITCOIN 34051 347054 178 0.48 0.39 0.63
INJ 60472 312822 1113 0.46 0.52 0.98
MIM 23038 269366 885 0.44 0.4 0.89
GLM 53385 234912 1080 0.5 0.53 0.96
Mog 14590 240680 107 0.37 0.38 0.55
DPI 40627 234246 1150 0.49 0.5 0.86
LINA 45342 227147 1144 0.45 0.46 0.95
Yf-DAI 22466 226875 1158 0.42 0.31 0.87
BOB 42806 212099 199 0.35 0.48 0.73
RGT 35277 211932 1110 0.44 0.46 0.98
TVK 42539 208082 1062 0.41 0.48 0.93
RSR 50645 205906 659 0.47 0.62 0.91
WOJAK 34341 198653 201 0.37 0.48 0.73
ANT 36517 200262 1107 0.47 0.46 0.93
LADYS 37486 192176 181 0.37 0.52 0.79
ETH2x-FLI 11008 199088 965 0.47 0.28 0.84
TURBO 38638 189048 189 0.33 0.48 0.72
REPv2 39061 191367 1194 0.48 0.5 0.97
NOIA 29798 185528 1133 0.46 0.37 0.7
0x0 21531 182430 283 0.51 0.46 0.81
PSYOP 25450 168896 169 0.32 0.39 0.59
ShibDoge 40023 134697 680 0.43 0.53 0.8
ADX 14567 123755 1188 0.44 0.4 0.91
BAG 11860 122634 298 0.31 0.44 0.87
QOM 21757 118292 598 0.46 0.41 0.81
BEPRO 26521 120261 1132 0.46 0.48 0.87
AIOZ 29231 119926 947 0.43 0.49 0.89
PRE 40476 118625 1113 0.5 0.55 0.86
CRU 19990 117712 1144 0.5 0.43 0.95
POOH 27245 111641 193 0.26 0.49 0.69
DERC 24277 111205 824 0.45 0.49 0.83
stkAAVE 37355 110924 1128 0.42 0.57 0.71
BTRFLY 8450 108371 453 0.48 0.34 0.44
SDEX 9127 104869 240 0.41 0.44 0.75
XCN 20085 104185 607 0.46 0.42 0.84
HOP 37004 102650 514 0.41 0.6 0.88
MAHA 18401 96180 749 0.43 0.47 0.91
DINO 15837 94140 358 0.44 0.44 0.74
bendWETH 1454 96898 593 0.51 0.21 0.51
PUSH 14501 93103 936 0.46 0.38 0.83
SPONGE 25852 90468 184 0.31 0.66 0.81
sILV2 12838 92905 611 0.4 0.34 0.48
SLP 6675 95368 1151 0.43 0.36 0.91
crvUSD 2950 88647 174 0.61 0.37 0.73
MUTE 12426 82345 977 0.43 0.46 0.95
EVERMOON 7552 79868 163 0.24 0.35 0.52
HOICHI 5075 77361 436 0.36 0.32 0.71
DOGE2.0 7664 79047 123 0.45 0.38 0.66
ORN 44010 239451 1134 0.46 0.47 0.87
aDAI 13648 187050 1068 0.45 0.46 0.82
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E Hyperbolic Temporal Graph Network (HTGN)

To interpret hyperbolic embeddings, Yang et al adopt Poincaré ball model with negative curve −c,
given c > 0, coresponds to the Riemannian manifold (Hn,c) = {x ∈ Rn : c||x||2 < 1} is an open
n-dimensional ball. Given an Euclidean space vector xE

i ∈ Rd, we consider it as a point in tangent
space Tx′Hd,c and adopt the exponential map to project it into hyperbolic space :

xH
i = expcx′(xE

i ) (2)

Resulting in xH
i ∈ Hd,c, which is then served as input to HGNN layer as follow [39]:

mH
i = W ⊗c xH

i ⊕c b, (3a)

m̃H
i = expc

x′(
∑

j∈N (i)

αij log
c
x′(m

H
i )), (3b)

x̃H
i = expc

x′(σ(log
c
x′(m̃

H
i )). (3c)

where W , b are learnable parameters and hyperbolic activation function σ achieved by applying
logarithmic and exponential mapping. HGNN leverages attention-based aggregation by assigning
attention score αij to indicate the importance of neighbour j to node i, computed as followed:

αij = softmax(j∈N (i))(sij) =
exp(sij)∑

j′∈Ni
exp(sij′)

,

sij = LeakReLU(aT [logc0(m
l
i)∥ logc0(m

l
j)]),

(4)

where a is trainable vector and || denotes concatenation operation.

Output of HGNN, X̃H
t , is then used as input to HGRU along with attentive hidden state H̃H

t−1
obtained by HTA , which generalize Ht−1 to lastest w snapshots {Ht−w, ...,Ht−1} [39]. Operations
behind HGRU is characterized by following equation [39]:

XE
t = logcx′(X̃

H
t ), (5a)

HE
t−1 = logcx′(H̃

H
t−1), (5b)

PE
t = σ(WzX

E
t + UzH

E
t−1) (5c)

RE
t = σ(WrX

E
t + UrH

E
t−1), (5d)

H̃E
t = tanh(WhX

E
t + Uh(Rt ⊙HE

t−1)), (5e)

HE
t = (1− PE

t )⊙ H̃E
t + PE

t ⊙HE
t−1, (5f)

HH
t = expc

x′(H
E
t ). (5g)

where Wz,Wr,Wh, Uz, Ur, Uh are the trainable weight matrices, PE
t is the update gate to control

the output and RE
t is the reset gate to balance the input and memory. [39]

F Additional Results

Here we present the test results for the six foundation models trained on different network sizes as
well as the single model and persistence forecast results. Figure 6 illustrates the AUC of these models
on test set. In most datasets, foundation models outperform the single model and in all datasets
outperform persistence forecast.

In Table 3 the average and standard deviation of AUC is presented for all models. FM-64 shows the
highest performance in six datasets and second best in five, and FM-32 has the highest performance
in three datasets and second best in eight datasets. These results shows the power of foundation
models in performing downstream tasks on unseen datasets.
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Figure 6: Test AUC of foundation models trained on 2n datasets where n ∈ [1, 6] and evaluated
on unseen test datasets. Comparing the performance with single models trained and tested on each
dataset and persistence forecast results.

Table 3: Foundation models, single model and persistence forecast performances on test sets over
three seeds. The best performance is shown in bold and the second best is underlined.

Token Per. Fore. Single Model FM-2 FM-4 FM-8 FM 16 FM-32 FM-64

WOJAK 0.378 0.479 ±0.005 0.766 ± 0.007 0.769 ±0.001 0.807 ± 0.004 0.794 ± 0.010 0.777 ± 0.008 0.774 ± 0.022

DOGE2.0 0.250 0.590 ± 0.059 0.763 ± 0.077 0.734 ± 0.025 0.759 ± 0.022 0.796 ± 0.036 0.808 ±0.032 0.823 ± 0.011

EVERMOON 0.241 0.512 ± 0.023 0.598 ± 0.028 0.645 ± 0.019 0.683 ± 0.009 0.666 ±0.006 0.662 ± 0.032 0.671 ± 0.020

QOM 0.334 0.633 ± 0.017 0.665 ± 0.066 0.691 ± 0.041 0.714 ± 0.038 0.725 ± 0.013 0.751 ± 0.024 0.755 ± 0.023

SDEX 0.423 0.762 ± 0.034 0.712 ± 0.106 0.745 ± 0.046 0.790 ± 0.051 0.758 ± 0.081 0.839 ± 0.062 0.883 ± 0.016

ETH2x-FLI 0.355 0.610 ± 0.059 0.582 ± 0.092 0.598 ± 0.013 0.661 ± 0.025 0.715 ± 0.020 0.710 ± 0.015 0.721 ± 0.006

BEPRO 0.393 0.655 ± 0.038 0.668 ± 0.016 0.696 ± 0.010 0.716 ± 0.002 0.731 ± 0.024 0.735 ± 0.009 0.750 ± 0.014

XCN 0.592 0.668 ± 0.099 0.761 ± 0.017 0.737 ± 0.042 0.733 ± 0.024 0.769 ± 0.021 0.770 ± 0.024 0.763 ± 0.038

BAG 0.792 0.673 ± 0.227 0.719 ± 0.072 0.751 ± 0.060 0.781 ± 0.056 0.779 ± 0.019 0.799 ± 0.022 0.750 ± 0.045

TRAC 0.400 0.712 ± 0.071 0.743 ± 0.029 0.761 ± 0.007 0.774 ± 0.010 0.786 ± 0.009 0.781 ± 0.002 0.779 ± 0.013

DERC 0.353 0.683 ± 0.013 0.659 ± 0.013 0.675 ± 0.016 0.688 ± 0.011 0.732 ± 0.027 0.716 ± 0.029 0.739 ± 0.030

Metis 0.423 0.715 ± 0.122 0.713 ± 0.043 0.727 ± 0.010 0.713 ± 0.034 0.734 ± 0.003 0.744 ± 0.008 0.743 ± 0.005

REPv2 0.321 0.760 ± 0.012 0.728 ± 0.017 0.756 ± 0.007 0.751 ± 0.011 0.785 ± 0.014 0.782 ± 0.016 0.780 ± 0.012

DINO 0.431 0.730 ± 0.195 0.654 ± 0.023 0.751 ± 0.012 0.760 ± 0.015 0.749 ± 0.036 0.748 ± 0.010 0.728 ± 0.005

HOICHI 0.374 0.808 ± 0.047 0.739 ± 0.083 0.793 ± 0.024 0.788 ± 0.008 0.794 ± 0.018 0.787 ± 0.035 0.804 ± 0.011

MUTE 0.536 0.649 ± 0.015 0.580 ± 0.015 0.600 ± 0.018 0.593 ± 0.007 0.620 ± 0.017 0.622 ± 0.005 0.635 ± 0.014

GLM 0.427 0.830 ± 0.029 0.653 ± 0.080 0.724 ± 0.025 0.749 ± 0.045 0.798 ± 0.038 0.823 ± 0.027 0.807 ± 0.036

MIR 0.327 0.750 ± 0.005 0.552 ± 0.069 0.568 ± 0.015 0.652 ± 0.039 0.715 ± 0.018 0.711 ± 0.007 0.725 ± 0.016

stkAAVE 0.426 0.702 ± 0.042 0.626 ± 0.029 0.597 ± 0.020 0.637 ± 0.028 0.658 ± 0.022 0.685 ± 0.016 0.667 ± 0.024

ADX 0.362 0.769 ± 0.018 0.702 ± 0.011 0.701 ± 0.003 0.685 ± 0.042 0.701 ± 0.009 0.700 ± 0.004 0.696 ± 0.012

G Computing Resources

For graph classification tasks on foundation models, we ran all experiments on NVIDIA Quadro RTX
8000 (48G memory) with 4 standard CPU nodes(either Milan Zen 3 2.8 GHz and 768GB of memory
each or Rome Zen 2, 2.5GHz and 256GB of memory each). We repeated each experiment three times
and reported the average and standard deviation of different runs. In Appendix Figure 7 we report the
time per epoch for each foundation model.
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Figure 7: Time per epoch for training foundation models.
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